CREATING A FOOD SECURE
FUTURE FOR ALL
Given the food insecurities the world faces at the moment, are your young
minds ready for a challenge to come up with out-of-the-box
ideas and solutions on food security and nutrition?
Welcome to the region’s first FoodWise Challenge powered by DWTC
and in collaboration with Goumbook which is aimed at launching
some of the most potent young prodigies for the betterment of the food
security ecosystem in our industry, society and the world.
Students participate in teams and the ultimate goal is experience,
exposure and training for excellence from the best in the ecosystem

LET’S GET GOING THEN!

THE CHALLENGE

Teams (working virtually) shall submit a PowerPoint
presentation suggesting a solution that tackles one
of the main categories. The presentation (in English,
maximum 5 slides) shall contain: Objective/s and
goals; Key stakeholders; Risks; Timeline and Budget.

AGE GROUP
18+

SHORTLIST ANNOUNCEMENTS
2nd week of February 2022

CATEGORIES
Enhance sustainable technology - enabled
domestic food supply across the value chain.
Eat local - How can we produce and consume
food locally to reduce environmental impact in a
country where less than 1% land is arable (UAE)?

Reduce food waste and loss - How can we
save approx. 30/40% food wasted today and make
food production and consumption circular?

All the submitted entries will be evaluated and the
10 best entries will be shortlisted to move to the final
presentation round.

FINALS

Shortlisted teams will pitch on stage at Food For Future
Summit & Expo at Dubai Exhibition Centre from 23-24
February 2022 (depends on the COVID-19 situation).

Sustain food safety and improve nutritional
intake. Plant-based diet - How can we reduce

READ MORE

Enhance capacity to respond to food
security and crises. Conscious Consumers and

Hosted by

REGISTER HERE

animal-sourced food to improve carbon footprint of
food production and transition to plant-based diet?

Responsible Food Businesses - How can we improve
labelling, empower consumers to make better
food choices and producers to apply responsible
practices?
Deadline: 6th February 2022
NEW DEADLINE: 13th February 2022
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